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Architectural constructions allow animals to modify their environment in order to improve their reproductive success. Constructions 
also modulate the expression of individual behavior, ultimately affecting the presence and importance of animal personality within 
populations. The exact impact of constructions on personality is seldom investigated. We quantified experimentally the impact of web 
characteristics on individual foraging behavior in the Western black widow spider (Latrodectus hesperus). We assayed aggressiveness 
toward a prey cue, and boldness while individuals resided on their own web versus after being translocated onto webs built by con-
specifics. We quantified the importance of individual differences in aggressiveness and boldness while accounting for differences in 
web characteristics. We tested for relationships between web building, aggressiveness, and boldness. Web characteristics affected 
spider aggressiveness and interacted with individual web-building behavior to explain up to a fifth of the variation in foraging aggres-
sion, but did not affect spider boldness. Even after accounting for web characteristics, individuals still exhibited important differences in 
aggressiveness. We detected no relationship between an individual’s aggressiveness behavioral type and the characteristics of the web 
it built. Surprisingly, web characteristics impacted aggressiveness differently from one individual to the next. Hence the effect of web 
characteristics on foraging behavior might depend on condition or past experience. Webs contributed mostly to the variation in aggres-
siveness within-individuals. Variation in web building behavior might affect the amount of consistent differences in foraging, mating, and 
anti-predator behavior among individuals and needs to be accounted for when quantifying individual variation in behavior in spiders.

Key words: animal personality, foraging mode, Latrodectus hesperus, niche construction, genotype by environment covariance, 
black widow spider.

BACKGROUND
Many animals build architectural constructions that serve as 
homes (e.g., wood rat homes, Innes et al. 2008), traps (e.g., spider 
webs, Tso et al. 2007), or displays during mating interactions (e.g., 
bowerbird’s bower, Hansell 2005; Schaedelin and Taborsky 2009). 
Such constructions can be viewed as modifications of  the animal’s 
immediate environment, in turn affecting many vital functions like 
thermoregulation, reproduction, predation avoidance, and forag-
ing (Collias and Collias 1964; Hoi et  al. 1994; Soler et  al. 2001; 

Blackledge and Zevenbergen 2007; Pinter-Wollman 2015). In this 
way, architectural constructions have important effects on indi-
vidual fitness (Canali et al. 1991; Zevenbergen et al. 2008; Smith 
et  al. 2015) and shape phenotypic evolution through niche con-
struction (Laland 1999). However, architectural constructions can 
also modulate the expression of  individuals’ phenotype, in par-
ticular their behavior, by affecting their development (e.g., Canali 
et  al. 1991), the nature of  their social interactions (Schaedelin 
and Taborsky 2009), or their relationships with predators or prey 
(e.g., Zevenbergen et  al. 2008). Few studies have investigated the 
effect of  constructions on the expression of  individual behavior 
(see Pinter-Wollman 2015 for an example of  effect on collective 
behavior).
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Constructions can affect the variation in behavior that is observed 
among individuals. For example, individuals can differ in the con-
structions they build (e.g., Rushbrook et al. 2008; Walsh et al. 2011). 
Hence assaying individual behavior without accounting for such 
differences in their constructions could generate animal personal-
ity, or consistent individual differences in behavior (Dall et al. 2004; 
Sih et al. 2004; Réale et al. 2007). Alternatively, construction could 
generate animal personality if  the characteristics of  the construc-
tion an individual builds are linked with other aspects of  its behav-
ior (e.g., DiRienzo and Montiglio 2016a). Constructions can also 
affect the variation that is observed within individuals (Dingemanse 
et al. 2010), if  individuals adjust the structure of  their construction 
to environmental conditions or to their state (e.g., Blackledge and 
Zevenbergen 2007; Blamires 2010; Anotaux et al. 2012). Hence, the 
exact effect of  constructions on animal personality depends how they 
impact among-relative to within-individual variation. The relative 
contribution of  architectural constructions to such consistent individ-
ual differences is seldom investigated (see also Niemela et al. 2015).

Quantifying the impact of  constructions on individual behav-
ioral variation will often require an experimental approach assay-
ing the behavior of  individuals while randomizing constructions. 
Randomizing constructions is challenging or even impossible in 
many study systems (but see Zevenbergen et  al. 2008; Modlmeier 
et al. 2014). For example, it is difficult to translocate breeding pairs of  
birds to multiple different nests, or to change the burrow of  a rodent. 
Spiders offer an interesting opportunity to study the impact of  archi-
tectural constructions on the expression of  behavior because they can 
be removed from their own webs and translocated onto another with 
minimal disturbance (Zevenbergen et al. 2008). Their web vary in 
structure among individuals (Blackledge and Zevenbergen 2007; Tso 
et al. 2007; DiRienzo and Montiglio 2016a) and support an array of  
foraging, mating or anti-predation behaviors (Benjamin and Zschokke 
2003; Zevenbergen et  al. 2008). In particular, black widow spiders 
(Latrodectus hesperus) build 3-dimensional webs that serve as traps for 
prey capture and protection for the spider (Benjamin and Zschokke 
2003; Zevenbergen et  al. 2008). These webs are composed of  a 
retreat and a sheet held in place by structural lines linking it to the 
ground (Benjamin and Zschokke 2003; Blackledge and Zevenbergen 
2007). Structural lines could also protect the spider against predation 
(Blackledge and Zevenbergen 2007). Webs include sticky gumfooted 
lines, coated with glue droplets, suspended between the sheet and the 
ground. Gumfooted lines serve as traps and create vibrational cues 
used by the spider to locate prey (Blackledge et al. 2005). Spiders differ 
consistently in the structure of  their webs, in their tendency to leave 
their retreat to go inspect and attack preys (i.e., foraging aggression), 
and in their willingness to stay out of  their retreat following an attack 
(i.e., boldness). Web structure and behavior appear to be correlated 
into a foraging syndrome (DiRienzo and Montiglio 2016a). However, 
it is unknown whether individual consistency in foraging aggression 
and boldness is independent of, or arises from, web structure.

In this study, we investigate the impact of  web characteristics 
on the expression of  foraging aggression and boldness in female 
Western black widow spiders. We quantified spiders’ foraging 
aggression and boldness while on their own web and after trans-
locating them onto webs built by con-specifics. This allowed us to 
1) quantify how much of  the variation in foraging aggression and 
boldness is attributable to web characteristics and 2)  to analyze 
which characteristics of  the web affect the expression of  individual 
foraging aggression and boldness. Individuals could express con-
sistent individual differences in their behavior because they build 
different constructions (i.e., “pseudo-personality,” Westneat et  al. 

2011, Dingemanse and Dochtermann 2013). In such a case, experi-
mentally or statistically removing the effects of  web characteristics 
on individual foraging behavior should remove the differences in 
aggressiveness and boldness among individuals. Alternatively indi-
viduals could express genuine personality differences, and individu-
als with different aggressiveness or boldness behavioral types could 
build webs with different characteristics (i.e., we would observe a 
behavioral syndrome linking web building and some other com-
ponent of  individual behavior, as suggested by DiRienzo and 
Montiglio 2016a). Depending on the exact structure of  such a 
behavioral syndrome, removing the effect of  web characteristics on 
foraging behavior could either increase or decrease the importance 
of  personality differences among individuals. Lastly, the effects of  a 
particular construction on foraging behavior could vary from one 
individual to the next. Such an effect could arise if  the effect of  
webs on behavior depends on individual state or past experience.

METHODS
Subject collection and general experiment

We used field-caught female Western black widow spiders (N = 62). 
Individuals were captured as juveniles in Davis, California, between 
August and October 2014, 2 to 4 moults before adulthood. We kept 
spiders in individual plastic cylindrical containers (6 cm height × 
8.5 cm diameter) under 12:12 h light:dark cycle at 24  °C ± 1  °C. 
Throughout their remaining moults and adulthood, spiders were 
either provided with 1 or 3 Acheta domesticus crickets/week (restricted 
and ad libidum food groups). First, each spider went through 3 ses-
sions where it built a web and then was assayed for foraging aggres-
sion and boldness (i.e., Experiment 1, see Figure 1). Five days after 
each feeding, we weighed and transferred each spider to a card-
board box (27.5 length × 21 width × 14 height cm) with 3 walls 
and all but 3 cm of  the top removed and placed this box in a closed 
plastic container (42.5 length × 27.75 width × 16.25 height cm). 
The bottom and back walls were covered in black paper to facilitate 
identifying and counting the number of  structural and gumfooted 
threads connected to the floor of  the box. The spiders were given 
7 days to build their web in the modified box. This method is simi-
lar to previous studies on this system (Blackledge and Zevenbergen 
2007; DiRienzo and Montiglio 2016a). Only 2 spiders failed to 
build webs in this apparatus. Spiders were then tested on their web 
once per day over 3 days (see “Behavioral assays” below). Because 
individuals reached adulthood at different times, we grouped indi-
viduals into 4 replicate blocks and tested each of  them separately. 
The results of  this first experiment are the focus of  another study 
(DiRienzo and Montiglio 2016b). Spiders were allowed to recover 
by keeping them in their individual container for 9 weeks following 
the completion of  their third web under the same food treatment 
before the second experiment.

Second, we allowed the spiders to build an additional web fol-
lowing the same protocol as above and investigated their behavior 
while being translocated on multiple webs sequentially (which is the 
focus of  this study). After satiating the spiders for 5 days (“feeding” 
in Figure  1), and 7  days of  web construction (“Web building” in 
Figure 1), we lightly anaesthetized the spiders with CO2 and trans-
ferred them from their web to individual plastic vials. We removed 
the spiders by first cutting a small opening in the outer side of  the 
spider’s retreat, and we used a hooked metal wire to gently pull the 
spider off of  its web and into the plastic vial. Our statistical analy-
sis revealed that this manipulation had no detectable effect on spi-
der behavior or on the effect of  the webs on individual behavior (see 
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results). We then randomly allocated individuals either back onto 
their own web (a third of  the individuals) or onto a different web. 
Spiders were left on their “new” web for an hour before we assayed 
their foraging aggression and boldness (“Translocation & assays” in 
Figure 1; see “Behavioral assays” below). Previous work showed that 
most spiders do not add new silk to the web within the first hour after 
being placed on a new web or modify its structure (Johnson et  al. 
2011). We also never observed any spider modifying or repairing the 
webs during the acclimation period or during the assays. Thus, it is 
unlikely that spiders modified their new web during the acclimation 
and assay period. At the end of  the behavioral assays, spiders were 
anaesthetized again, transferred and assayed on a second web, and 
then again on a third web. Assaying spider behavior on multiple webs 
allowed us to distinguish the effect of  web familiarity, the effect of  
assay or web trial order, from the effect of  individual spiders and 
webs (see below). All 3 behavioral assays were conducted on the same 
day. Each spider built 1 web and was assayed 3 times, each time on a 
different web. A third of  the individuals experienced their own web 
during the first assay, a third of  the individuals experienced their own 
web on the second assay, while the remaining third experienced their 
own web during the third assay. We chose to conduct the 3 assays 
over a single day to prevent spiders from modifying the webs, which 
would have introduced changes both in web characteristics and indi-
vidual condition (as females could have invested a different amount 
of  silk to modify the webs).

Behavioral assays

Each behavioral assay assessed spider aggression towards a stan-
dardized vibration cue representing a prey cue applied for 15 s in 
3 locations in a random order: 1) within 2 cm of  the retreat (near), 
2) at the end farthest from the retreat (far), and 3) in between these 
other 2 points (medium). Each application of  the prey cue was sepa-
rated by an interval of  15 s. A 10 cm long cable tie was attached to 
the end of  the vibrator, allowing us to apply the stimuli to a single 
thread and in a way that would avoid breaking the silk. The vibra-
tor vibrated at 100 cycles/s, which is in the range of  vibrations 
produced by houseflies caught in a spiderweb (Walcott 1963). This 
frequency also elicits a response in other species of  spiders (e.g., 
Parry 1965, Keiser et al. 2014). All assays were performed by a sin-
gle person (N.D.) to keep experimenter effect constant across trials 

and individuals. The experimenter was blind to the developmental 
treatment of  the individuals, and to whether the spider was on her 
own web or not. We recorded if  spiders did or did not attack the 
prey cue within the 15-s interval as a binary response (i.e., “forag-
ing aggression”). Spiders exhibited attack behavior towards the prey 
cue mirroring their behavior towards a live prey item (P-O.M. and 
N.D. personal observations). They first oriented towards the source 
of  vibration, then rapidly moved towards it. After reaching the 
prey cue they would turn 180 degrees and attempt to subdue the 
tip of  the vibrator with silk. We also recorded whether the spider 
stayed outside of  their retreat (i.e., “boldness,” as a binary variable) 
for more than 10 s prior to the next stimulus when the spiders left 
their retreat to attack the prey stimuli. We hypothesized that stay-
ing exposed on the web would incur some predation risk for the 
individuals, but could potentially improve foraging success in nature 
(Manicom et al. 2008). Hence we refer to this behavior as boldness. 
However, we acknowledge that this hypothesis still requires a formal 
ecological validation (Réale et al. 2007). All spiders were left enough 
time to return to their retreat before applying the next stimulus.

Web characteristics

Before transferring each individual from their web, we counted the 
total number of  structural lines and the total number of  gumfooted 
lines anchored to the floor of  the box. Gumfooted lines were deter-
mined by the several millimetres of  sticky glue at the base of  the 
line, while structural lines were considered to be all the other lines 
connected to the ground lacking sticky glue. Spiders were trans-
ferred in a way to minimize damage to the web structure, but we 
could not avoid damaging the retreat itself. After the end of  the 
experiment, we gathered the web by winding it onto a plastic rod. 
The webs were placed in a desiccator for 48 h and then weighed 
using a Mettler Toledo MT26 micro balance. Previous studies 
have shown that web mass is highly correlated with web density 
(R2 = 0.8), which represents an accurate measurement of  individual 
investment in web building (Blackledge and Zevenbergen 2007).

Statistical analyses

We analyzed how web structure impacted individual probability 
of  attack (foraging aggression) and probability of  staying out the 
retreat following an attack (boldness) using data from experiment 

Experiment 1

9 weeks 5 days

Feeding Web building
Tranlocation

& assays

Feeding Web building
Tranlocation

& assays

Feeding Web building
Tranlocation

& assays

Feeding Web building
Tranlocation

& assays

7 days 1 day

Last
moult

Last
moult

Last
moult

Last
moult

3 times

3 times

3 times

3 times

Experiment 2

Block 1

Block 2

Block 3

Block 4

Figure 1
Individuals used in this study were subjected to 2 distinct experiments. First individuals were fed, allowed to build a web, and assayed for their aggressiveness 
and boldness while on this web (“Experiment 1”). Spiders underwent 3 cycles of  feeding, web building, behavioral assays. The results of  this experiment are 
presented elsewhere (DiRienzo and Montiglio 2016b). The spiders were left to recover for 9 weeks. Second, we satiated the spiders for 5 days (“feeding”), 
before allowing them to build a web for 7 days (“web building”). We then tested each individual on its own web and on the web of  2 conspecifics (“translocation 
& assay”). All assays were conducted within the same day. Experiment 2 is the focus of  this study.
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2.  For each behavior, we used an Akaike’s Information Criterion 
with a correction for finite sample size (AICc) approach (Burnham 
and Anderson 2002; Symonds and Moussalli 2010)  to investigate 
whether webs impacted the expression of  consistent individual 
behavior in the same way for all individuals or whether a given web 
affected each individual in a different manner. For each behavior 
(i.e., the probability of  attacking the prey stimuli and the probabil-
ity of  staying out of  the retreat following an attack), we compared 
2 generalized mixed models (binomial error distribution). The 2 
models included the trial order (first, second, or third trial for that 
individual and web), whether the spider was on its own web or 
not (“web familiarity” hereafter), location of  the prey cue relative 
to the retreat (near, intermediate, far), and the mass of  the spider 
at the onset of  the experiment as fixed effects, but differed in the 
structure of  their random effects. Model 1 considered the effect of  
each web on behavior as independent of  the individual’s identity 
(i.e., it included 2 “crossed” categorical effects associated with web 
and individual identity). For example, it would determine whether 
a given web increases (or decreases) the foraging aggression of  all 
individuals in the same manner. Model 2 considered that the effect 
of  each web on behavior varied as a function of  the individual’s 
identity (i.e., included a web effect “nested” within individual iden-
tity). Unlike model 1, this second model would determine whether 
a given web increases the aggressiveness of  a given individual but 
decreases the same behavior in another individual. In order to 
quantify how much of  the variation in behavior is associated with 
consistent individual differences, we computed the repeatability 
for the individual identity random effect using the best supported 
model. Repeatability or r, is the ratio between the individual vari-
ance (Vi) divided by the sum of  this effect and the residual variation 
(i.e., Vr). Thus r = Vi / (Vi + Vr) (Nakagawa and Schielzeth 2010).

We also extracted each individual’s best linear unbiased predictor 
(or BLUP) from the best model for each behavior, representing each 
individual’s tendency to attack the prey cue and stay out of  their 
refuge after correcting for web characteristics and individual mass. 
Thus it represents the individual’s tendency to attack the prey cue 
or stay out of  the retreat following an attack unbiased by web struc-
ture. We assessed the relationship between individuals’ BLUPs and 
the characteristics of  the web they had produced (i.e., the number 
of  gumfooted lines, structural lines, and silk mass) using Pearson’s 
correlation coefficients. This allowed us to investigate whether indi-
vidual variation in foraging aggression and boldness covaried with 
individual variation in web building behavior.

We then quantified the contribution of  several aspects of  web 
characteristics to the expression of  behavior. Using the best model 
we found for each behavior as a starting point (see preceding para-
graph), we built a series of  expanded models by including differ-
ent aspects of  the web structure individual experienced during the 
assays and some aspect of  individual web building behavior (see 
Results). Each model in this series tested a different hypothesis. 
Three models quantified the main effects of  the 3 webs character-
istics (number of  gumfooted lines, number of  structural lines, web 
mass) experienced by individuals during the assays. We also tested 
the hypothesis that web characteristics interacted with individual 
condition to affect behavior. Thus, we also built 3 additional models 
including a 2-way interaction between each of  the web characteris-
tics we examined (number of  gumfooted lines, number of  structural 
lines, web mass) and the mass of  the focal individual. We also inves-
tigated whether individuals expressed a web building behavior that 
would promote a higher foraging aggression or boldness given their 
own behavioral phenotype (i.e., tendency to attack or stay outside 

of  their retreat). Hence, we included 6 additional models including 
the relative and absolute differences between the web an individual 
had built and the web on which it was assayed. All models included 
spider identity and web identity (nested within spider identity) as 
categorical random effects, and trial order, the effect of  distance 
between spider refuge and prey cue (near, medium, far), as well 
as the spider mass (scaled to a mean of  0 and a variance of  1) as 
fixed effect. The effect of  web familiarity encompassed the effect of  
many of  the terms we included in these models so we omitted it. 
Following model selection using an AICc approach, we combined 
all the terms included in the best models (i.e., all the models within 
2 AICc deviations from the best model) into a single final model. 
This ascertained that the effects observed in each separate model 
were not affected by the effect of  other correlated variables (pres-
ent in other models). Finally, we ascertained that pheromones left 
by spiders on the webs did not bias our estimation of  the behavior 
of  the next spider tested on any given web. We used the second 
and third web translocation for each individual and built a gener-
alized linear mixed model analyzing the spider’s aggressiveness on 
the web as a function of  the aggressiveness of  the previous spider 
occupying that web, trial order (first, second, or third), the distance 
between the spider and the prey cue, the spider body mass as fixed 
effects. The model also included individual identity and the identity 
of  the previous web occupant, as well as web identity as random 
effects. Webs were not associated with any variation in boldness (see 
Results), hence we did not analyze how web characteristics affect 
individual boldness.

All continuous variables were standardized to a mean of  0 and 
a variance of  1 prior to the analyses. We constructed and selected 
models in R 3.2.1 (R Development Core Team 2016), using lme4 
(Bates et al. 2012) and AICcmodavg (Mazerolle 2015) respectively. We 
assessed the statistical significance of  random effects using a 1 degree 
of  freedom (df) log-likelihood ratio test (LRT) (Pinheiro and Bates 
2000). We computed the repeatability of  random effects following 
Nakagawa and Schielzeth (2010). We also estimated the proportion 
of  the variation explained by the fixed effects, by the random effects, 
and by the full model following Nakagawa and Schielzeth (2013).

RESULTS
Foraging aggression

Spiders exhibited consistent individual variation in attack and 
retreat probability. The model including a web random effect 
nested within the individual random effect was the better model 
(ΔAICc = 5.08, AICc weight of  the best model = 0.93). According 
to this model, an important component of  the variation in forag-
ing aggression came from consistent differences between individu-
als (variance estimate  =  9.41, LRT  =  89.79, df  =  1, P  <  0.001, 
Figure  2, repeatability  =  0.74) and from the interaction between 
individual and web (web variance estimate nested within individ-
uals  =  3.37, LRT  =  8.49, df  =  1, P  =  0.003, Figure  2). Spiders 
were also more likely to attack when the prey cue was closer to 
the retreat and when the spiders were lighter (Supplementary 
Material S1 Table S1T1). Individual mass, cue distance, trial order, 
web familiarity alone explained 0.72 of  the variation in foraging 
aggressiveness, while the combined effects of  individual identity 
and its interaction with web explained 0.23 of  this variation (model 
r2 = 0.94). Individual tendency to attack prey, estimated after cor-
recting for the effect of  the web, did not correlate with the struc-
ture of  the web that individual produced, in terms of  number of  
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gumfooted lines (r = −0.14, t = −1.12, df = 60, P = 0.266), number 
of  structural lines (r = 0.05, t = −0.39, df = 60, P = 0.695), or silk 
mass (r = 0.13, t = 1.03, df = 60, P = 0.305).

Two models analyzing foraging aggression as a function of  web 
characteristics gained the most support (cumulative AICc weight of  
2 top models = 0.62, Table 1). The first model included the number 
of  gumfooted lines of  the web on which the individual was assayed, 
and the absolute difference in number of  gumfooted lines between 
the web during the assay and the web produced by the individual 
(i.e., whether one had more or less gumfooted lines than the other). 
The second model included the number of  structural lines of  the 
web on which the individual was assayed, and the relative differ-
ence in number of  structural lines between the web on which an 
individual was assayed and the web the individual built. Combining 
all these effects into a single model (Table 2) showed that foraging 
aggression decreased with the number of  structural lines on the 
web (estimate  =  −2.12 ± 0.80, z  =  −2.62, P  =  0.008, Figure  3a, 
see Table  2). Foraging aggression also decreased when the web 
on which the individual was assayed had less structural lines than 
the web the individual built (estimate  =  −2.05 ± 0.83, z  =  −2.53, 
P = 0.011, Figure 3b). Even after taking this into account, we also 
found that spiders assayed on webs that had either more or less 
threads gumfooted lines than the web they built were less aggres-
sive (estimate = −1.07 ± 0.43, z = −2.47, P = 0.013, Figure 3c). The 
number of  individuals tested on the web/the number of  times the 
individual was transferred to another web did not have a significant 

ID
58.57 %
p < 0.001 

Web
20.95%
p < 0.001

Residual

Figure 2
Percentage of  the variation in foraging aggression (probability of  attacking 
prey cue) explained by individual identity (“ID”) and web (nested within 
identity) in black widows after accounting for individual spider mass and 
cue distance from the spider’s retreat (N  =  545 observations among 62 
individuals, and 182 web-individuals). The estimates used to compute 
the percentages were taken from the model presented in Supplementary 
Material S1 Table S1T1. P values indicate the statistical significance of  the 
random effects.

Table 1
Models analyzing the probability of  attacking the prey cue (foraging aggression) in black widows

Model Terms k AICc ΔAICc AICc weight Log-likelihood Cumulative weight

1 Number of  gumfooted lines 9 303.16 0 0.41 −142.41 0.41
Absolute difference in number of  gumfooted linesa

2 Number of  structural lines 9 304.60 1.44 0.20 −143.13 0.62
Relative difference in number of  structural linesa

3 Number of  structural lines 9 306.37 3.21 0.08 −144.02 0.70
Absolute difference in number of  structural linesa

4 Silk mass 9 306.38 3.22 0.08 −144.02 0.78
Absolute difference in silk massa

5 Number of  gumfooted lines 9 307.63 4.47 0.04 −144.64 0.83
Number of  gumfooted lines × spider mass

6 Number of  gumfooted lines 8 308.22 5.06 0.03 −145.98 0.86
7 Number of  structural lines 9 308.31 5.16 0.03 −144.99 0.90

Number of  structural lines × spider mass
8 Number of  structural lines 8 308.76 5.60 0.02 −146.25 0.92
9 Silk mass 8 308.80 5.64 0.02 −146.27 0.94
10 Relative difference in spider massb 8 308.84 5.69 0.02 −146.29 0.96
11 Number of  gumfooted lines 9 309.95 6.80 0.01 −145.81 0.97

Relative difference in number of  gumfooted linesa

12 Silk mass 9 310.15 6.99 0.01 −145.91 0.99
Silk mass × spider mass

13 Silk mass 9 310.90 7.74 0.01 −146.28 1.00
Relative difference in silk massa

We quantified the contribution of  web characteristics to the expression of  behavior. We built a series of  models testing the effects of  different aspects of  web 
structure on behavior. Three models quantified the main effects of  the 3 webs characteristics (number of  gumfooted lines, number of  structural lines, web 
mass). We also tested the hypothesis that web characteristics interacted with individual phenotype to affect behavior. Thus, we also included 3 additional models 
including an interaction between the 3 web characteristics we examined (number of  gumfooted lines, number of  structural lines, web mass) and the mass of  
the focal individual. Finally, we also investigated whether individuals built webs supporting increased aggression given their phenotypes. Hence, we included 6 
additional models including the relative and absolute differences between the web an individual had built and the web on which it was assayed. All the models 
included the location of  the prey stimulus (near, intermediate, or far), trial order, and the spider’s mass at the onset of  the experiment. All models included 
categorical random effects associated with spider identity and web identity (nested within spider identity). Previous analyses showed that the developmental 
treatment (which is redundant with mass) did not affect behavior (P > 0.2). The models in this set were subsequently compared using an AICc approach.
aDifferences in web parameters were calculated has the difference between the web characteristics of  the individual assayed and the web characteristics of  the 
web she was assayed on.
bDifferences in mass between the spider assayed and the spider that built the web.
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effect on spider aggressiveness (both variables are synonymous,  
P > 0.5), indicating that the potential damages to the retreats in the 
webs or that the disturbance caused to the individual by our manip-
ulations are unlikely to bias or explain our results. These effects com-
bined to the effect of  individual mass, and cue distance explained 
0.77 of  the variation in foraging aggression, while the individual’s 
identity and web explained 0.17 of  this variation (model r2 = 0.94). 
Spider behavior was not associated with the aggressiveness of  the 
previous web occupant during the second and third translocations 
we conducted (estimate = 0.20 ± 0.39, z = 0.51, P = 0.612).

Boldness

In contrast to attack probability, webs did not appear to interact 
with individual identity to affect the probability of  staying out of  the 
refuge following an attack. Indeed, a model with web as a crossed 
random effect obtained a higher AICc than the model with web 
as a nested random effect (ΔAICc = 1.20, AICc weight of  the best 
model = 0.65). This top model showed that a small portion of  the 

variation in retreat probability was associated with consistent indi-
vidual differences (estimate = 1.42, LRT = 7.19, df = 1, P = 0.007, 
Figure  4, repeatability  =  0.30, Supplementary Material S1 Table 
S1T2) but not with any effect of  the webs on which individuals were 
assayed (estimate = 1.03, LRT = 2.76, P = 0.096). Heavier spiders 
were also less likely to stay out of  the refuge (estimate = −0.72 ± 0.33, 
z  =  −2.18, P  =  0.029). Overall the spider mass and distance from 
prey cue explained 0.10 of  the variation in the probability of  retreat, 
while the individual’s identity explained 0.38 of  this variation (model 
r2 = 0.48). As for foraging aggression, trial order did not affect our 
results (Supplementary Material S1 Table S1T2).

DISCUSSION
In this study we investigated how web characteristics affected the 
expression of  2 aspects of  foraging behavior in Western black 
widow spiders. We showed experimentally that webs interacted 
with individual phenotype to contribute up to a fifth of  the varia-
tion in foraging aggression (after accounting for distance to prey 
cue and individual mass). The web characteristics supporting a 
higher probability of  prey attack varied among individuals. We also 
found that the structure of  the web a spider built (i.e., silk mass, the 
number of  structural and gumfooted lines) was not associated with 
its aggressiveness behavioral type, when it is measured over 3 differ-
ent webs. In contrast, webs did not explain any of  the variation in 
tendency to stay out on the web following an attack (boldness). Our 
model failed to account for much of  the variation in the probability 
of  staying out of  the retreat on the web following an attack.

Our results stress that the web on which individuals are assayed 
modulates the expression of  spider behavior, and this is likely to be 
the case in other species of  spiders (see also Modlmeier et al. 2014). 
The effects of  web structure on the expression of  individual behav-
ior in spiders has important consequences for the evolution of  
animal personality. We speculate that spiders with different aggres-
siveness behavioral types could achieve a similar foraging success by 
building webs with different structures. Hence, in such systems, the 
maintenance of  consistent individual differences in behavior could 
arise through niche construction (Laland 1999). Future work should 
investigate the consequences of  our results for individual repro-
ductive success and for the selective pressures acting on behavior. 
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Figure 3
Effects of  the web structure on individual foraging aggression in black widows. The number of  structural lines counted on the web (a), the relative difference 
in structural lines between assay and individual web (b), and the absolute difference in gumfooted lines between assay and individual web (c) all affected 
foraging aggression. Foraging aggression was corrected for all the other effects presented in Table 1 (N = 545 observations among 62 individuals, and 182 
web-individuals). Note that all 3 explanatory variables were centered prior to the analyses.

Table 2
Final model investigating the effects of  web characteristics 
on foraging aggression (probability of  attacking prey cue; 
generalized linear mixed model, binomial distribution)

Random effects Estimate LRT P

Individual identity 5.40 61.45 <0.001
Web (nested in ID) 3.17 9.74 0.002

Fixed effects Estimate ± SE z P
Intercept −4.12 ± 1.10 −3.74 <0.001
Spider mass −5.31 ± 1.17 −4.53 <0.001
Distance (medium) 0.78 ± 0.47  1.68 0.091
Distance (near) 3.03 ± 0.65  4.66 <0.001
Trial order −0.23 ± 0.35 −0.67 0.501
# Gumfooted lines −1.12 ± 0.53 −2.11 0.035
# Structural lines −2.12 ± 0.81 −2.62 0.008
Absolute differences in gumfooted lines −1.07 ± 0.3 −2.47 0.013
Relative differences in structural lines −2.05 ± 0.81 −2.53 0.011

Spider mass was scaled to a mean of  0 and a variance of  1. N = 545 
observations among 62 individuals, and 182 web-individuals. AIC = 299.8, 
deviance = 277.8 on 534 residual degrees of  freedom. SE = standard error.
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Spiders are established systems to study animal personality (e.g., 
Pruitt and Riechert 2009; Modlmeier et al. 2014) and so our results 
have methodological implications. Future studies investigating ani-
mal personality in spiders should standardize, or control for, the 
effect of  web characteristics on the amount of  behavioral variation 
observed among individuals.

We quantified the amount of  variation in foraging behavior 
explained by web characteristics after accounting for the fact that 
spiders were tested on a web they that they did not spin and that 
they do not know. Hence our results cannot be attributed to the 
effects of  web familiarity. Interestingly, while our previous study 
found a relationship between the aggressiveness of  individuals and 
the characteristics of  their webs (DiRienzo and Montiglio 2016a; 
2016b), our current results show that web building behavior and 
foraging aggressiveness did not form a foraging syndrome once 
the effect of  webs on behavior is controlled. Our findings cor-
roborate and extend insights from previous studies, which empha-
sized the effect of  web characteristics on individual foraging 
behavior independently of  individual behavioral type (Blackledge 
and Zevenbergen 2007; Zevenbergen et  al. 2008). We found 
that spiders were less aggressive when assayed on webs including 
more structural lines. Structural lines are thought to support the 
sheet and protect against predation and parasitism by allowing a 
denser tangle web to surround the spider’s retreat (Blackledge and 
Zevenbergen 2007). Such denser webs, by being more complex, 
could prevent spiders from detecting the prey cue, from locating it, 
or simply from moving efficiently towards it. Indeed, we observed 
that some spiders responded to the prey cue but failed to move fast 
enough on the sheet to reach and attack it during the time allotted 
by our assays.

Surprisingly, we found that some web characteristics did not 
affect all individuals in a similar way. Instead, the structure of  the 
web an individual originally produced and the structure of  the web 
it experienced during the assays interacted (statistically) to pre-
dict the individual’s foraging aggressiveness. Individuals expressed 

higher levels of  aggressiveness when assayed on a web that had a 
similar number of  gumfooted lines as their own web. Zevenbergen 
and colleagues (2008) have shown that spiders placed on webs with 
more gumfooted lines attempted to attack and captured prey more 
often. Gumfooted lines could facilitate prey detection and loca-
tion or could immobilize the prey enough to allow the spider to 
then attack it (Blackledge and Zevenbergen 2007; Zevenbergen 
et  al. 2008). Our results instead suggest that spiders experiencing 
more gumfooted lines then they had originally produced themselves 
showed a decrease in attack propensity. In our experiments, indi-
viduals were raised under different levels of  food abundance and 
exhibited a wide range body mass. Heavier and lighter spiders 
could react differently to a given number of  gumfooted lines as a 
function of  their body mass. Alternatively, a spider’s response to a 
given web might be influenced by its past experience (i.e., the char-
acteristics of  the previous web). To our knowledge, no study has 
investigated whether the coordination between individual foraging 
behavior and web characteristics requires some form of  learning, 
but it is possible that spiders need to acclimate to the characteristics 
of  their web. Teasing apart these 2 possibilities will require follow-
up experiments, allowing spiders to build multiple webs.

The amount of  variation explained by the models presented 
in Tables 1 and 2 suggests that the web characteristics (i.e., silk 
mass, number of  gumfooted and structural lines) we measured in 
this study explained ~ 6 % of  the variation in foraging aggression. 
The maximum amount of  variation that can be explained by web 
characteristics and their interactions with individual state or pheno-
type is ~25%. Thus, while these patterns are interesting and war-
rant further investigation, we emphasize that other, unmeasured, 
components of  web structure could affect foraging aggression. In 
particular, web tension and the ability of  the web to respond and 
transmit vibrations may play a critical role in supporting forag-
ing aggression. Finally, interactions between the different spiders 
assayed on a single web could also have a substantial effect on indi-
vidual behavior. Chemicals embedded in the silk and the structure 
of  a female’s web are used by males to determine female propen-
sity to be aggressive and to be receptive to mating (Ross and Smith 
1979; Stoltz et  al. 2007; Pruitt and Riechert 2009; Johnson et  al. 
2011). Hence it is possible that chemical cues left by the previous 
occupant or by the builder itself  could have affected the expression 
of  foraging aggression during our assays. While interesting, such 
interactions between web occupants cannot explain the results we 
report here, as these accounted for web familiarity (which should 
correct for part of  these interactions). In addition, we failed to 
detect an effect of  the aggressiveness behavioral type of  the previ-
ous web occupant on the spider’s aggressiveness during the assays.

In conclusion, our study teased apart the contribution of  direct 
and extended phenotypes to the expression of  foraging aggres-
sion and boldness in female black widows. Our results confirm 
that black widow spiders exhibit consistent individual differences 
in aggression (i.e., aggressiveness towards prey is a personality 
trait) but also emphasize the impact of  web characteristics on the 
expression of  individual behavior. The effects of  web structure on 
foraging aggression could favour the maintenance of  consistent 
individual differences in aggressiveness through niche construction. 
Surprisingly, we found that the effects of  web structure on indi-
vidual behavior varies as a function of  the individual’s own web 
building behavior suggesting that web structure interacts with indi-
vidual state or past experience to affect foraging behavior. Since 
black widows spend most of  their life on a web (Salomon 2007; 
Zevenbergen et  al. 2008), the contribution of  web characteristics 

ID
24.73 %
p = 0.009 

Web
17.89 %

p > 0.1

Residual

Figure 4
Percentage of  the variation in boldness (probability of  retreating to refuge 
after attacking prey cue) explained by individual identity (ID) and web 
in black widows. Foraging aggression was corrected for individual mass 
and cue distance from the spider’s retreat (N  =  198 observations, on 37 
individuals and 50 webs). The estimates used to compute the percentages 
were taken from the model presented in Supplementary Material S1 Table 
S1T2. P values indicate the statistical significance of  the random effects.
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to behavior may be important in nature. Future studies should 
detail how the number of  structural lines and web general struc-
ture affect the transmission of  prey vibrations across the web and 
prey detection by spiders, and investigate the consequences of  
variation in web characteristics and aggressiveness for individual 
reproductive success.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
Supplementary material can be found at http://www.beheco.
oxfordjournals.org/
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